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1 Explanation of the graphs' elements 
 
 
The columns represent the sum of every given score independent of the relationship to 
the assessed person. 
 
The detailed graphs return the pattern by type of the relationship to the assessed 
person. 
 

 
 

  

Communicates clearly, directly 
and to the point

-- - ø + ++

Self 

Supervisor Employees 

Peers 
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2 Quantitative Results 

2.1 Information and communication 

  

  

  

 

-- - ø + ++

Adapts communication style 
according to the situation and 
audience

-- - ø + ++

Is able to convey her/his point of 
view to disinclined listeners

-- - ø + ++

Presents well and competently

-- - ø + ++

Is good at verbal communication

-- - ø + ++

Ensures all involved parties 
receive the information they 
need

-- - ø + ++

Is a good listener

-- - ø + ++

Coaches others to develop in this 
area and makes expectations in 
this area clear
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2.2  Problems solving and decision making 
 

  

  

  

  

-- - ø + ++

Sees problems as opportunities

-- - ø + ++

Anticipates problems

-- - ø + ++

Evaluates problems carefully

-- - ø + ++

Is persistent in dealing with 
problems

-- - ø + ++

Can quickly grasp a situation

-- - ø + ++

Balances speed and quality 
when making decisions

-- - ø + ++

Coaches others to develop in 
this area and makes 
expectations in this area clear
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2.3  Entrepreneurial thinking and acting 

  

  

  

 

-- - ø + ++

Is open to change

-- - ø + ++

Has a high level of personal 
initiative / is proactive

-- - ø + ++

Balances risk-taking with risk-
mitigation

-- - ø + ++

Inspires others by sharing 
her/his vision

-- - ø + ++

Identifies and acts on 
possibilities and opportunities

-- - ø + ++

Welcomes responsibility

-- - ø + ++

Coaches others to develop in this 
area and makes expectations in 
this area clear
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2.4  Organization, Time Management and Self Management  

  

  

  

 

-- - ø + ++

Sets priorities and focusses on 
the higher priority items

-- - ø + ++

Works efficiently

-- - ø + ++

Can plan and organise tasks well

-- - ø + ++

Remains balanced even in 
stressful situations

-- - ø + ++

Always has time for personal 
concerns

-- - ø + ++

Is capable of learning and seeks 
out feedback

-- - ø + ++

Coaches others to develop in this 
area and makes expectations in 
this area clear
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2.5 Dealing with Conflict Situations and Negotiating Skills 

  

  

  

 

-- - ø + ++

Resolves conflict situations in a 
contructive manner

-- - ø + ++

Negotiates well

-- - ø + ++

Cultivates and maintains 
relationships with key 
stakeholders

-- - ø + ++

Recognises the different 
interests of people involved in a 
conflict

-- - ø + ++

Addresses conflict pro-actively

-- - ø + ++

Always treats people 
respectfully, no matter what the 
situation

-- - ø + ++

Coaches others to develop in this 
area and makes expectations in 
this area clear
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2.6  Development of Employees and Team 

  

  

  

 

-- - ø + ++

Is a team player and supports 
the team in achieving its goals

-- - ø + ++

Deploys employees according to 
their strengths

-- - ø + ++

Shows a genuine interest in 
supporting and developing 
her/his employees

-- - ø + ++

Ensures the team spends time 
talking about how the team 
works together

-- - ø + ++

Is an effective coach for his/her 
employees helping them to grow 
professionally and personally

-- - ø + ++

When delegating, does so 
completely, whilst being available 
for support

-- - ø + ++

Coaches others to develop in this 
area and makes expectations in 
this area clear
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2.7 Objectives and Tasks 

  

  

  

 

-- - ø + ++

Is able to see and articulate the 
"big picture"

-- - ø + ++

Holds others accountable for 
delivering on agreed goals

-- - ø + ++

Facilitates the setting, alignment 
and communication of individual 
and team goals

-- - ø + ++

Facilitates the alignment of goals 
within the team, and between the 
team and the organization

-- - ø + ++

Provides regular updates on 
progress and risks

-- - ø + ++

Identifies and addresses own 
knowledge gaps and embraces 
on-going learning

-- - ø + ++

Coaches others to develop in this 
area and makes expectations in 
this area clear
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2.8  Resilience and Overcoming Obstacles 

  

  

  

 

-- - ø + ++

Develops personal habits to 
manage personal energy levels

-- - ø + ++

Is aware of her / his own limits 
and takes action to avoid 
overload

-- - ø + ++

Is an advocate for the effective 
use of energy breaks (periods for 
re-charging)

-- - ø + ++

Remains calm even under 
pressure

-- - ø + ++

Exerts a harmonious influence 
on her/his environment

-- - ø + ++

Persistently pursues the goals 
set

-- - ø + ++

Coaches others to develop in 
this area and makes 
expectations in this area clear
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2.9  Personality 

  

  

  

 
  

-- - ø + ++

Is optimistic and radiates positive 
energy (even in difficult times)

-- - ø + ++

Ensures she / he has the 
knowledge required

-- - ø + ++

Demonstrates courage and self-
confidence

-- - ø + ++

Demonstrates a high level of 
personal integrity

-- - ø + ++

Is trusted by others

-- - ø + ++

Shows a genuine interest in the 
welfare of others

-- - ø + ++

Coaches others to develop in 
this area and makes 
expectations in this area clear
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2.10 Customer Orientation 

  

  

  

 
 

-- - ø + ++

Maintains the right level of 
contact with customers

-- - ø + ++

Is highly customer-oriented

-- - ø + ++

Solves problems quickly and 
efficiently

-- - ø + ++

Is reliable

-- - ø + ++

Is competent and professional

-- - ø + ++

Provides responses in a timely 
manner

-- - ø + ++

Coaches others to develop in 
this area and makes 
expectations in this area clear
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3. Verbalised Statements 

 

 

3.1  Please highlight his/her top three leadership strengths 
 
 
Self 
 
1) empathy - able to listen to others - not just work-related stuff, but also personal 
issues 
2) understands the open-source community and their feelings/needs/...  
3) ability and willingness for a change (of software used, team setup, the way of 
company communication, ...) 
 
 
Others 
 
1. Always there to support the team 
2. Positive energy 
3. Delegating 
 
quick reaction and responses 
trust in colleagues 
positive personality and life opinions that he don't need to force others to 
 
1. Decisive 
2. Calm even under stress 
3. Empathic, very kind to others 
 
1. Team player 
2. Transparent 
3. Humility 
 
communication 
reliability 
empathy 
 
Kind and human, happiness oriented leader, never shouting, never angry, always 
friendly 
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3.2  What in particular do you value about the way he/she is leading? 
 
 
Self 
 
The ability to work with people, ensure they feel their work is meaningful, praise them, 
... 
 
 
Others 
 
He is there for anyone, helping as he can and always in good mood. 
 
gradually adding/leaving responsibility (let team members manage whole project when 
they are ready) 
 
Caring and kind way of strong lead. 
 
He is always making sure everyone in his team is being part of the team. And he is 
always doing his best to be sure we like what they do and help us to grow., I also value 
he gives us feedback or helps us every time we ask for it. 
 
How he approaches other co-workers 
 
 
 
 
 
3.3  What in particular do you not like about the way he/she is leading? 
 
 
Self 
 
I am not making confident decisions - from proposing through planning, realization, delegating, 
controlling, reporting to closing 
 
 
Others 
 
Not pushing the team enough to finish their tasks. 
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sometimes to big passivity 
 
Nothing in particular. Sometimes I'm missing a little bit more clear information about what's 
happening in the company in the bigger picture to be communicated across our team. 
 
The organization of the team is not perfect, but he is working on it. 
 
I dont know about anything 
 
 
 
 
3.4  Please highlight his/her top three improvement opportunities as a leader 
 
 
Self 
 
1) planning and related stuff 
2) controlling (related to planning) 
3) assertiveness (self- and idea-) 
 
 
Others 
 
1. Better overview of assigned tasks within the team 
2. Motivate/push the team to accomplish the tasks the best way possible 
3. Watch deadlines 
 
1. be more clear what which member should do (help them always see the priority of current 
work and what is important to do together) 
2. work with statistic and hard data :D 
3. I don't know 
 
1. Be more strict and consistent about his point of view in a conflict situations. 
2. Communicate his expectations clearly and in advance 
3. Provide general information on what's happening across the company related to marketing 
 
1. less focus on expected criticism by others 
2. being more open-minded to new challenges and ideas 
3. better organization and communication of plans the team or someone in the team should do 
 
I don't know ... 
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